Biosynthesis of the Thioquinolobactin Siderophore: an Interesting Variation on Sulfur Transfer
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The thioquinolobactin siderophore from Pseudomonas fluorescens ATCC 17400 utilizes a variation of the sulfur transfer chemistry found in thiamine and molybdobetin biosynthesis. A JAMM motif protein cleaves the C-terminal amino acid residues following a diglycine moiety on a small sulfur carrier protein, and the modified C terminus is activated and sulfurylated, forming a thio-carboxylate.

Thioquinolobactin (8-hydroxy-4-methoxy-thioquinaldic acid; structure 1) is a siderophore produced by the fluorescent pseudomonad Pseudomonas fluorescens ATCC 17400 (10–12). The genes responsible for the biosynthesis of thioquinolobactin have been cloned, and putative functions have been assigned based on homology searches. The biosynthesis of thioquinolobactin appears to be a combination of two pathways; the first pathway involves tryptophan catabolism to hydroxynurenine (7), and the second involves formation of thioquinolobactin (structure 1) from quinolobactin by a mechanism similar to that found in thiamine and molybdopterin biosynthetic pathways and a recently discovered cysteine biosynthetic pathway (2, 3, 13, 16). Here we describe the formation of an advanced sulfur donor (QbsE with a C-terminal thio-carboxylate) and identification of an unanticipated protease activity.

There are a number of naturally occurring molecules with diverse structures that contain sulfur, including thiamine, molybdopterin, and cysteine. In the biosynthesis of these molecules, small sulfur carrier proteins (ThiS, structure 6, MoaD structure 10, and CysO structure 14) are converted to carboxy-terminal thio-carboxylates (structures 8, 12, and 16), which are responsible for the delivery of sulfur to the small target molecules (Fig. 1). This chemistry is analogous to the transformations that occur in the ubiquitin (structure 2) targeting of doomed proteins to the proteosome (5). In the thiamine and molybdopterin biosynthetic pathways, the small sulfur carrier protein (ThiS or MoaD) clusters with an adenylating protein (QbsC) similar to ThiF and MoeB. Although QbsE has a diglycine sequence, this sequence is followed by two additional amino acids (cysteine-phenylalanine) that are not found in ThiS and MoaD (Fig. 3a). Also clustered with QbsC and QbsE is a putative metal-dependent hydrolase (QbsD) with a JAMM motif (2). This motif is found in some metalloproteases that cleave isopeptide bonds and consists of a conserved putative metal-binding domain (15). Since QbsD clusters with QbsC and QbsE, we predicted that QbsD might hydrolyze the two C-terminal residues of QbsE, thus generating the flexible diglycine moiety at its C terminus.

The qbsD and qbsE genes were PCR amplified from P. fluorescens ATCC 17400 genomic DNA and cloned into the pET28a and pACYC duet vectors, respectively, using standard methods (14). Proteins were overexpressed in Escherichia coli Tuner in Luria-Bertani medium with 1% sorbitol at 15°C for 13 h after induction with 0.5 μM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Lysis of the cell pellet in the presence of 0.1% Triton X-100 increased the yield of soluble protein, and the proteins were purified by Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) affinity chromatography. QbsD and QbsE showed only minimal solubility when they were heterologously overexpressed in E. coli. However, when His-tagged QbsD was coexpressed with His-tagged QbsE, the solubility of both proteins increased dramatically. These two proteins were copurified by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography, and a species whose molecular mass was 250 Da less than the expected molecular mass of unmodified QbsE was detected by electrospray ionization-Fourier transform mass spectrometry (ESI-FTMS) (Fig. 3b) (17). This difference corresponded to removal of the cysteine-phenylalanine carboxylate terminus of QbsE. Mass spectrometry-mass spectrometry analysis confirmed that the modification occurred at the C terminus of QbsE. Assignments of the fragment masses and compositions were made with the computer program THRASH (6).

The reaction catalyzed by QbsD resembles the reaction catalyzed by Rpn11, a proteasomal cap protein containing a JAMM motif that is responsible for the deubiquitination of doomed proteins (Fig. 1) (15). Although the JAMM motif is found in prokaryotes, archaea, and eukaryotes, complete characterization of its activity and even functional assignment remain elusive (1). Only one other JAMM motif pro-
tein in prokaryotes has a functional assignment, the cysteine biosynthetic protein Mec+. Mec+ hydrolyzes cysteine from CysO in the alternative cysteine biosynthetic pathway found in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (2). QbsD and Mec+ exhibit significant sequence homology (47% identity and 67% similarity).

Generation of the flexible diglycine sequence at the carboxy terminus of QbsE allows subsequent sulfurylation of QbsE by QbsC. Before sulfurylation of QbsE can occur, the C terminus must be activated as the acyl adenylate. *qbsC* was cloned into a pET28a vector and expressed and purified as described above for *qbsD* and *qbsE*. Using [α-32P]ATP and taking advantage of the instability of the QbsE acyl adenylate, we were able to detect the QbsC- and QbsE-GG-COOH-dependent formation of [α-32P]AMP by thin-layer chromatography (4; unpublished results). Aliquots of the reaction mixture, which contained 8.5 μM QbsC, 11 μM QbsE, 100 μM ATP, and 1 mM MgCl₂ in 250 μl of 50 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.8)–100 mM NaCl, were removed at various times and quenched by direct spotting on a silica thin-layer chromatography plate. The plates were developed in *n*-butanol—water–acetic acid (4:1:1) and exposed to a phosphorimaging screen.

In addition, QbsC contains a rhodanese domain that could be involved in the sulfur transfer to the activated C terminus of modified QbsE. We reconstituted the rhodanese activity of this domain by demonstrating that it catalyzes the transfer of sulfur from thiosulfate to cyanide via a protein-bound persulfide. QbsC was assayed for rhodanese activity by detecting the formation of thiocyanate (9). QbsC has a \( K_m \) for thiosulfate of 2.3 mM and a \( k_{cat} \) of 362 min⁻¹ (4; unpublished results). Although thiosulfate acts as the in vitro sulfur donor, the ultimate in vivo sulfur donor is unknown. The persulfide that is generated on
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FIG. 1. This-related proteins. Ubiquitin targeting of proteins for degradation in the proteasome, sulfur incorporation into thiazole in *Bacillus subtilis*, sulfur incorporation into molybdopterin in *E. coli*, and sulfur incorporation into cysteine in *M. tuberculosis* (one of two pathways) are shown. Ubiq, ubiquitin; MPT, molybdopterins.

FIG. 2. Proposed biosynthesis of the thioquinolobactin siderophore (structure 1) involving the use of a small sulfur carrier protein.
QbsC could then add to the C-terminal QbsE-acyl adenylate to form a QbsC-QbsE acyl disulfide. This compound could then be reduced to QbsE thiocarboxylate (structure 28).

When the genes encoding the sulfur transfer proteins, QbsCDE, were cloned as a contiguous unit into a pET28a vector and overexpressed in *E. coli* as described above for *qbsD* and *qbsE*, the solubility of each of the proteins increased compared with the solubility observed for overexpression of the proteins individually. In this construct, only QbsC possessed a His tag. Ni-NTA affinity chromatography resulted in copurification of QbsC and QbsE, indicating that these two proteins form a complex (4; unpublished results). Analysis of the complex by ESI-FTMS revealed a species whose molecular mass was 234 Da less than the expected average molecular mass of unmodified QbsE (Fig. 3c). This mass difference corresponded to replacement of the two C-terminal residues of QbsE with sulfide, resulting in a C-terminal diglycine thiocarboxylate on QbsE (structure 28). When QbsC was coexpressed and copurified with QbsE, no modification on QbsE could be detected, demonstrating that removal of the cysteine-phenylalanine dipeptide is essential for thiocarboxylate formation.

In this paper, we outline evidence pointing toward an interesting function for a JAMM motif protein (QbsD) in the modification of a sulfur carrier protein (QbsE) by cleavage of C-terminal amino acid residues. Based on this evidence, we propose a reaction sequence by which the modified QbsE thiocarboxylate is formed (Fig. 4). QbsD catalyzes removal of the carboxy-terminal dipeptide from QbsE (structure 24), exposing the flexible diglycine terminus (structure 25). The cleavage of the C-terminal residues of QbsE by QbsD is only the second characterized activity for a prokaryotic protein with a JAMM motif. This modification prepares QbsE for activation...
of its C terminus as the acyl adenylate (structure 26) by QbsC. A protein-bound persulphide on the rhodanese domain of QbsC attacks the QbsE-acyl adenylate, forming a QbsE-QbsC acyl persulphide (structure 27). The persulphide is reduced, releasing modified QbsE-thiocarboxylate (structure 28). QbsC is able to sulfurylate modified QbsE, QbsE-GG-COOH (structure 25), without QbsD present, and the role of these two proteins is almost certainly catalytic (4; unpublished results). The significance of the additional C-terminal amino acid residues is unknown. One possibility is that removal of the CF dipeptide by QbsD may play a regulatory role in the formation of thioquinolobactin (structure 1). The modification of the small sulfur carrier protein prior to formation of the carboxy-terminal thio-carboxylate represents an interesting deviation from the sulfur transfer systems found in thiamine, cysteine, and molybdenopterin biosynthesis. A similar reaction sequence may be utilized in other sulfur transfer systems in which a protein with a JAMM motif clusters with a small sulfur carrier protein with a small sulfur carrier protein with a small sulfur carrier protein. 11 This research was supported by an NIH Chemical Biology Interface Traineeship to A.M.G. (grant GM008500) and by NIH grants to T.P.B.
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